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In an effort to mitigate the harm caused by the irregular use of agrochemicals, a safer release system using biopolymers is promising due to their availability, biodegradability, and eco-friendliness. Herein, controlled-release materials for NPK fertilizer were formulated using clay-based graft biopolymer composites. The clay soil sample was collected and classified through Skempton’s laboratory tests for soils and used as filler in starch-grafted sodium alginate (ST-g-SAG) with different percentages of clay. The clay-based graft biopolymer composites were synthesized via microwave-assisted method. The biopolymer composites were characterized by FTIR, SEM, and EDS. The materials were loaded with NPK fertilizer, and a leaching test was conducted via a conductometric method to ascertain their release capacities. Biodegradation studies and the effect of humidity on the release of the NPK fertilizer were studied. Results of classification studies of the clay show Ca-montmorillonite (Ca-MMT) type. The average percent graft yield of starch-grafted sodium alginate/Ca-MMT (ST-g-SAG/Ca-MMT) was 83%. The results from FTIR and EDS showed that OH−, COO−, and CONH2 were responsible for the absorption of water. The release profile of the active NPK in the biocomposites ranged from 1% to 103%. Biodegradation results also showed a significant breakdown in biopolymer structure and mass loss. The release of active NPK from the material was humidity-responsive.

1. Introduction

Agriculture production has been maximized as a result of the ongoing global demand for food caused by the growing global population. This necessitates the production of high-value crops and the application of herbicides, fertilizers, and high-tech machinery [1]. Agrochemicals are important in the effort to meet the rising demand for food from the expanding population [2]. Despite this, the negative impacts these chemicals have on human health and the environment place significant restrictions on their use [3].

Agrochemical is a catch-all term for the different chemical products used in agriculture, including insecticides, chemical fertilizers, manure, and other growth agents. For traditional formulations, the active ingredient is typically combined with other inert components for safer, simpler, more precise handling, and efficient field application. Traditional agrochemical formulations have the potential to damage the environment, especially when intense cropping is used. To lessen pollution and health risks, controlled-release formulations of agrochemicals such as biopolymers are required [4].

The primary drawback of these traditional formulations is the quick release of active ingredients. As a result, these chemicals are quickly lost by leaching, volatilization, and other processes that take place after they are applied to the field. Below the minimum effective concentration needed to sustain biological efficacy, the concentration of active chemicals in the field falls off relatively quickly. As a result, agrochemicals must be applied repeatedly in order to keep the concentration of active molecules at the desired level, which causes several environmental and health issues [2].

Controlled-release fertilizers, which play a critical part in the sustainability of agriculture, have recently attracted growing interest. In general, crops require potassium (K) for the proper growth of the plant’s main functions, phosphorus
(P) for the growth of roots, flowers, and fruit, and nitrogen (N) for the growth of leaves [5, 6]. Recently, novel formulations have been developed that may alter the performance of active ingredients with less negative environmental effects. These formulations produce a slow, steady release of the active ingredients [1]. Agrochemicals (such as chemical fertilizers) are incorporated into polymeric materials or inorganic hosts in controlled-release systems or controlled-release formulations. These systems are able to distribute active compounds to a specific target crop continuously and slowly for a longer period of time at the chosen rate [2].

Polymeric materials such as carboxymethyl cellulose, sodium alginate, and modified starch are already in use. However, most of these biopolymers tend to have poor mechanical properties, degrade faster, and do not respond to environmental conditions. This study, therefore, seeks to find headways to improve the aforementioned properties of biopolymer application in agriculture through grafting and composite formation with clay as filler, which is readily available, cheaper, and environmentally friendly.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Materials. Afari (a Ghanaian community) clay was supplied by the Ceramics Department, KNUST, Ghana. Potato starch was obtained from VWR Chemicals, Prolabo. Sodium alginate was obtained from Qualikems Fine Chemical Pvt Ltd, India. NPK fertilizer (15:15:15) was supplied by the Ceramics Department, KNUST, Ghana.

2.2. Processing of Clay Soil. The clay soil from its natural ground was put into a mechanical device to remove foreign materials and compact it by rolling it into bars. The bars of clay were chopped into smaller units and air-dried. The dried units were milled into powder form by a mechanical miller.

2.3. Liquid Limit, Plastic Limit, and Plasticity Index Determination. The liquid limit (LL), plastic limit (PL), and plasticity index (PI) were determined by Atterberg’s limit test method [7]. The plasticity index was calculated from the differences in liquid limit and plastic limit as follows:

$$\text{PI} = \text{LL} - \text{PL}. \quad (1)$$

2.4. Soil Particle Size Distribution Test. The soil particle size distribution test was determined by the hydrometer method [8].

The percentage yield of grafting = \frac{\text{mass of graft yield (MG)}}{\text{total mass used for grafting (MT)}} \times 100. \quad (3)

2.5. Clay Soil Classification. The clay sample was classified according to the Skempton laboratory tests for soils [9]. The activity (Ac) of the clay was determined by using the following equation:

$$\text{Ac} = \frac{\text{PI}}{C}, \quad (2)$$

where PI is the plasticity index and C is the percent clay-size fraction, by weight.

2.6. Synthesis of Starch-Grafted Sodium Alginate/Ca-Montmorillonite (ST-g-SAG/Ca-MMT). ST-g-SAG/Ca-MMT was synthesized by the microwave-assisted method previously used by Sen et al. [10] with little modification. The details are as follows.

5 g of soluble potato starch was weighed using an analytical balance and transferred into a 250 ml beaker. 100 ml of distilled water was added to the content in a beaker. The solution was heated using a hot plate while stirring with a stirring rod to obtain a homogenous 5% w/v starch solution.

Thereafter, 5 g of sodium alginate was weighed and transferred into a separate 250 ml beaker. 100 ml of distilled water was added, and the content in the beaker was thoroughly stirred while heating to obtain a homogenous 5% w/v sodium alginate solution.

To synthesize ST-g-SAG (Figure 1), the starch solution was added to the sodium alginate solution and thoroughly mixed. The resulting mixture was transferred into the reaction vessel which was placed on the turntable of a microwave (with input and output power of 1350 W and 800 W, respectively). Microwave irradiation with pause ablation for 30 sec was performed for 4 min. The reaction content was periodically cooled by placing the reaction vessel on ice. The ST-g-SAG/Ca-MMT was synthesized similarly by adding 0.30 g, 0.50 g, and 1.00 g of Ca-MMT to the starch/sodium alginate mixture prior to microwave irradiation. The reaction vessel and its contents were finally kept undisturbed for 24 hrs to complete the grafting reaction. After 24 hrs of undisturbed reaction, further heating and cooling were made in an oven at 60°C to 70°C to separate the precipitates from the supernatant. The precipitates were filtered using filter paper of diameter 125 mm and heated to dryness in an oven.

The percentage yield of grafting (% yield of grafting) was calculated using the following equation:

2.7. Loading of NPK Fertilizer onto ST-G-SAG/Ca-MMT. A 3 g of NPK fertilizer (15:15:15) was solubilized in 50 ml of distilled water and acidified with 1 ml of HCl to promote greater solubility of the NPK. The solution was added to the ST-g-SAG/Ca-MMT composites and left for 24 hrs for the NPK to get soaked into the biopolymer chains as the biopolymer composites swell and expand in size. The resulting ST-g-SAG/Ca-MMT composites with different percentages
2.8. Leaching Test. 1 g each of ST-g-SAG/NPK, ST-g-SAG/Ca-MMT/NPK, and Ca-MMT/NPK and pure NPK samples were immersed in 100 ml of distilled water to stimulate the action of the water in the leaching of the active NPK. Periodically, a 10 ml syringe was used to withdraw the solution for measurement of conductivity using the pH/mV/conductivity/C/F meter (model: PC 700) for time intervals of 0 hrs, 24 hrs, 48 hrs, 72 hrs, and 96 hrs. 10 ml of distilled water was added to the solution to restore the initial volume. The percentage (%) of NPK fertilizer released was calculated using the following equation:

\[
Ar = \frac{Vs \sum_{i=1}^{n} Ci + VoCn}{VoCt} \times 100
\]

where \(Ar\) is the percentage (%) of fertilizer released, \(Vs\) is the sample volume (ml), \(Vo\) is the initial test volume (ml), \(Ci\) and \(Cn\) are the conductivities of the samples (mSml\(^{-1}\)) at the time \(i\) through \(n\), and \(Ct\) is the theoretical total conductivity (mSml\(^{-1}\)) which is based on the free NPK content released.

2.9. Biodegradation Test. The ST-g-SAG/Ca-MMT/NPK composites were moulded into pellets using a mechanical press. A simulated soil was prepared by mixing equal parts of humus soil, anthill soil, and powdered dried cow dung. After these preparations, a biodegradation test in the simulated
soil was performed through the buried and exhumed method (ASTM G 160–03 standard). The exhumed pellets were cleaned, dried, and weighed to measure the mass loss. The pellets were also analyzed by FTIR spectroscopy to ascertain any change in functional groups. The degree of degradation of the specimens was determined by the differences in weight (Mo–Mi). The percentage (%) degradation was evaluated according to the following equation:

\[
\text{% Degradation} = \frac{\text{Mo} - \text{Mi}}{\text{Mo}} \times 100 \tag{5}
\]

where Mo is the mass of the pellet before burial and Mi is the mass of exhumed pellet after the biodegradation period.

2.10. Characterization of Materials. The materials were characterized using a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer (Alpha II Platinum ATR, Bruker Daltonik GmbH, Germany). In order to investigate the surface morphology of the powders, SEM (Zeiss EVO MA15, UK) was used. The electron dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) attached to the SEM was used for elemental identification and distribution.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Soil Classification Test. The plasticity index may be considered as a measure of the cohesion possessed by a soil. From Table 1, the plasticity index of the Afari clay soil sample was 36%. The particle size distribution results revealed that the clay component was 22%.

The activity of the clay sample was calculated based on the plasticity index and percentage of clay components. From Table 2, the clay sample was classified using activity values recorded in comparison with the theoretical range of activity values for the classification of clay. This classification was based on the minerals present in the clay soil and the activity level. The activity level for the Afari clay was 1.65 and accordingly classified as active calcium montmorillonite clay. The active clay has a high ion exchange capacity and is less stable. The plasticity index of clay is directly proportional to its activity [11].

3.2. FTIR Results. Figure 2 shows the FTIR spectra for the polymer composites. Pure starch (ST) (a) showed peaks at frequencies corresponding to various functional groups within its structure. Peaks at 3269 cm\(^{-1}\) (broad) and 2925 cm\(^{-1}\) are assigned to hydroxyl (OH\(^{-}\)) stretch and methylene C-H asym/sym stretch. Also, 1334 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1076 cm\(^{-1}\) peaks are characteristic of 1° or 2°, OH in-plane bend and cyclic ethers, and C-O stretch. In addition, the peak at 992 cm\(^{-1}\) and peaks from 859 cm\(^{-1}\) to 760 cm\(^{-1}\) were signatures of vinyl C-H out-of-plane bend and skeletal C-C vibrations [12, 13].

Bare sodium alginate (SAG) (b) showed peaks at 3292 cm\(^{-1}\) (broad) and 2920 cm\(^{-1}\) which are an indication of hydroxyl (OH\(^{-}\)) stretch and methylene C-H asym/sym stretch. Moreover, peaks from 1590 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1409 cm\(^{-1}\) are characteristic of carboxylate (COO-) stretch. Peaks at 1320 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1100 cm\(^{-1}\) are assigned to 1° or 2°, OH in-plane bend and cyclic ethers, and C-O stretch, respectively [10].

Moreover, nitrogen phosphorus potassium (NPK) fertilizer (c) showed peaks from 3023 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1397 cm\(^{-1}\) which can be assigned to ammonium ion. Peaks at 1655 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1072 cm\(^{-1}\) are attributed to amide and 1° amine C-N stretch. Peaks between 1072 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1019 cm\(^{-1}\) can be assigned to phosphate ion [13].

The FTIR data for ST-g-SAG/NPK (d) show successful grafting and loading, respectively. This is because there was an overlap of peaks and shifts in wavenumbers generally across the spectra. Thus, OH\(^{-}\)stretch at 3269 cm\(^{-1}\) in starch and at 3292 cm\(^{-1}\) in sodium alginate has overlapped to form a single peak with wavenumber shifting to 3237 cm\(^{-1}\) in the grafted bio-composites (Figure 1). A similar trend was observed with carboxylate COO\(^{-}\) stretching from 1590 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1409 cm\(^{-1}\) in sodium alginate overlapping to form a single peak in bio-composites. The wavenumbers correspondingly shifted to 1631 cm\(^{-1}\) [10]. These results compare with similar results reported by Couto et al. (2015) [14]. The bands at 3280 cm\(^{-1}\), 3307 cm\(^{-1}\), and 1659 cm\(^{-1}\) correspond to the hydroxyl groups present in the starch, absorption of water, and the presence of acidic functional groups, respectively.

Figure 3(a) shows EDS spectrum for ST-g-SAG/CA-MMT(5%)/NPK composite. The elemental composition of the ST-g-SAG/CA-MMT/NPK provided both quantitative and qualitative information on the synthesized composites. The elemental profile of the composites revealed the presence of mostly macro (major) essential plant nutrients in significant amounts. The essential elements such as N (12.14%), P (2.71%), K (3.68%), S (6.35%), Ca (2.90%), O (46.23%), C (17.53%), and Na (5.90%) were present in significant amounts compared to similar results reported by other researchers [15], with N (1.66%), P (0.85%), and K (1.41%) in their study involving polymer modified-bentonite systems. Cl (2.57%) was also present in the composites.

Figure 3(b) shows SEM micrograph of ST-g-SAG/CA-MMT(5%)/NPK composite. The micrograph showed agglomeration in the composite.
The conductivity trend was NPK > ST-g-SAG/10%Ca-MMT/NPK > ST-g-SAG/5%Ca-MMT/NPK > ST-g-SAG/3%Ca-MMT/NPK > ST-g-SAG/1%Ca-MMT/NPK. Figure 6 shows the percentage of active NPK released over the entire time frame from 0 to 96 hours. The percentage of active NPK released was observed to be constantly decreasing with time. The total percentage of active NPK released ranges from 1% to 103%. The trend in the percentage of active NPK released was again observed to be NPK > ST-SAG/10%Ca-MMT/NPK > ST-g-SAG/5%Ca-MMT/NPK > ST-g-SAG/3%Ca-MMT/NPK > ST-g-SAG/1%Ca-MMT/NPK.

Figure 6 shows the percentage of active NPK released after 24 hours were 47.2, 10.3, 9.9, and 0.5 for NPK, ST-g-SAG/NPK, ST-g-SAG/5% Ca-MMT/NPK, and Ca-MMT/NPK, respectively. Daitx et al. reported similar results on the percentage of active NPK released after 24 hours as 44%, 19%, and 6% for pure NPK, pure polymer, and polymer/5% bentonite, respectively, in their study involving...
polymer/clay systems [15]. A large percentage of NPK released in this research accounted for why the immediate release of active NPK is the main drawback associated with these conventional NPK formulations. This could lead to leaching, posing various environmental problems and economic burdens on the users [2]. Moderate NPK release was recorded when NPK was incorporated into the pure polymer, and polymer-clay systems, and extremely low release was recorded in pure clay systems. These systems are capable of delivering active compounds slowly and continuously for a longer duration to a specified target crop at a desired rate [2].
Scafaro et al. [5] using *Opuntia Ficus Indica*-based green composites for NPK fertilizer showed a release rate of up to 30 days. Białkowska and coworkers also used polyacrylamide and polyvinyl alcohol as a slow-release system for NPK fertilizer. They demonstrated that the degree of absorption increases with bead immersion time (up to 12 hours) [6].

The release of NPK in polymer/NPK, polymer/clay/NPK, and clay/NPK formulations will have a less harmful impact on the environment and reduce the economic burden on the users [1, 16]. The clay/NPK formulations will be especially good for crops in waterlogged areas.

3.4. Biodegradation Studies. The percentage degradation (%D) of ST-g-SAG/Ca-MMT/NPK composites (Figure 7) ranged from 56% to 98% with the latter three months recording high percentages. This is because microorganism attack on the composites increases with time as a result of chemical degradation (hydrolysis reactions) occurring concurrently with degradation [14]. During the biodegradation process, microorganisms’ attack could have been facilitated by the breakdown of the chemical bonds in the molecules caused by hydrolysis due to the absorption of water. The ST-g-SAG/Ca-MMT/NPK composite can be considered...
a biodegradable material due to a great deal of mass loss the polymer suffered during burial in simulated soil.

Figure 8 shows the FTIR spectra for 180 days (6 months) of biodegradation of ST-g-SAG/Ca-MMT/NPK composite. The hydroxyl (OH) group at 3237 cm\(^{-1}\), methylene (CH\(_2\)) group at 2931 cm\(^{-1}\), carboxyl (COO\(^{-}\)) group at 1631 cm\(^{-1}\), and amide (CONH\(_2\)) group at 1341 cm\(^{-1}\) were associated with the ST-g-SAG/Ca-MMT/NPK composite before biodegradation (a). The FTIR spectra showed that samples suffered degradation during burial in the soil. This was demonstrated by the shifts in wavenumbers from 3237 cm\(^{-1}\) to 3275 cm\(^{-1}\) for hydroxyl (OH) groups and 2931 cm\(^{-1}\) to 2908 cm\(^{-1}\) for the methylene (CH\(_2\)) group. There were also significant shifts in wavenumbers from 1631 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1636 cm\(^{-1}\) for the carboxyl (COO\(^{-}\)) group and from 3237 cm\(^{-1}\) to 3797 cm\(^{-1}\) for the nonbonding hydroxyl (OH) group due to the absorption of water. In addition, some groups (peaks) completely disappeared while others significantly reduced in intensity. This is an indication of mass loss during the biodegradation process [14].
4. Conclusions

In this study, clay samples were obtained from Afari (Ghanaian community) and classified according to Skempton’s method and thereafter dispersed in starch-grafted sodium alginate (ST-g-SAG) for slow release of NPK application. The ST-g-SAG was synthesized by the microwave-assisted method. Results of classification studies of the clay show Ca-montmorillonite (Ca-MMT) type. The Ca-MMT clay was dispersed in the grafted biopolymer with different percentages of clay, and the materials were loaded with NPK fertilizer. The materials were characterized by FTIR, SEM, and EDS. A biodegradation study was performed on the polymer/clay/NPK composites to ascertain their stability in the environment. Leaching tests were also performed to determine the potential use of the materials as a slow-release system for NPK fertilizer.

The leaching test results showed that the ST-g-SAG and ST-g-SAG/Ca-MMT/NPK were very sensitive to changes in moisture (humidity) and responded exceptionally in terms of active NPK released. The total percentage of active NPK released ranged from 1% to 103%. The release was in the order: NPK > ST-SAG/10%Ca-MMT/NPK > ST-g-SAG/ NPK > ST-g-SAG/5%Ca-MMT/NPK > ST-g-SAG/3%Ca- MMT/NPK > Ca-MMT/NPK. This makes the materials practically applicable in several fields since humidity is easily achieved in the environment. The biopolymers and biocomposites responded to changes in humidity with time which enhanced the slow release of the NPK fertilizer. The percentage degradation for ST-g-SAG/Ca-MMT/NPK composites ranged from 56% to 98%.
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